We start with intelligent cabinet management...

Raritan’s intelligent rack solutions, featuring:

- Power Management
- Environment Monitoring
- Asset Management
- Remote Access and Control

And extend to comprehensive physical infrastructure.

Extended Legrand solutions:

- Racks, Cabinets, and Cable Management
- Thermal Management for Racks and Aisles
- Copper and Fiber Cabling Solutions
- Overhead Raceways, Trays, and Runways

Why Raritan?

Raritan offers the most advanced technology solutions to help you manage, maintain and operate your critical IT equipment to its maximum potential: From power management and remote server access products, to Legrand’s connectivity and physical infrastructure solutions.

Build on 30 years of engineering expertise and customer insight, we’re proven to offer reliable solutions to efficiently manage your unique data center rack and white space environment.
Legrand delivers comprehensive network infrastructure to meet the expanding requirements of today’s data centers. These systems support next generation technologies with flexibility for future growth and energy and installation efficiencies, united by superior design.

POWER MANAGEMENT
All power management products are powered by Hartian Secure™ technology, ensuring maximum performance of every application.
- Intelligent Rack PDUs
  - Superior design for perfect data center fit and flexibility
  - Engineered and backed tested for uptime
  - Lower arc or ground total cost of ownership
- Hybrid Rack Transfer Switches
  - The most reliable way to power single cooled devices
- Branch Circuit and Runway Monitoring
  - Monitor the entire data center while saving power chain
- Inline Motors and Rack Controllers
  - Add monitoring and environmental data to other vendors’ basic power strips
- Power IR Monitoring Software
  - Real-time and trend management in power, energy, capacity, and environment

REMOTE SERVER ACCESS AND CONTROL
- KVM-over-IP Switches (Dominion® XKE II)
  - Secure, fast, and simple access for IT & broadcast applications
  - High-performance KVM/USB and DisplayPort video at 39 frames per second
  - Military grade security
- Serial-over-IP Console Servers (Dominion® SX E)
  - Secure, remote, low latency management of routers, switches, and UPSes/UPS systems

THERMAL MANAGEMENT FOR RACKS AND AISLES
- Thermal Aisle Containment and Integrated Cabinet Cooling
  - Implement best airflow practices using the available air dams, bottom panels, rear and kit blanking panels, front to rear blanking panels, airflow baffles and chimneys

COPPER AND FIBER CABLING SOLUTIONS
- Pre-Terminated Solutions, Fiber and Copper Connectivity
  - Components engineered to meet stringent industry requirements including TIA and IEEE
  - Designed to support any speed and density, while enabling more efficient moves, adds or changes
  - Supported by a full range of enclosures and patch panels, delivering better aesthetics while maximizing channel performance

OVERHEAD RACEWAYS, TRAYS, AND RUNWAYS
- Tubular, Wire Mesh Cable Tray and Fiber Raceway
- Route and protect cables between termination equipment, patch panels and fiber optic splicing cabinets or frames
- Simple to configure and install

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING/SENSORS
- Remote Temperature and Humidity
- Vibration
- Water Leaks Detection
- Air Pressure
- Contact Cores
- Proximity
- And more

ASSET MANAGEMENT
- Asset Tags and Sensors
  - Real-time inventory of all assets
  - Maintains audit trail and capacity management

Layered delivers comprehensive network infrastructure to meet the expanding requirements of today’s data centers. These systems support next generation technologies with flexibility for future growth and energy and installation efficiencies, united by superior design.
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WE DON’T JUST MANUFACTURE PRODUCTS, WE ENGINEER SOLUTIONS.

Integrated Solutions from:

Raritan®
Cablofil®
Electrorack®
Ortronics®
Quiktron®
Wiremold®

Visit Raritan.com or call 1.800.724.8090 to learn more or schedule a free consultation with a data center expert.